Possible future project or topics for libraries to consider

- Financial Aid
- Youth Employment
- Youth Entrepreneurship
- STEM – Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics
- STEAM - Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Mathematics
- STREAM - Science, Technology, Reading or writing, Engineering, Mathematics
- SEA - Science, Economics Arts
- CSTEAM - Computer Science, Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics
- Certifications and Employment Tests
- GED and other alternative tests
- Hosting Creative Careers @ your library
- Coding and Programming workshops
- Learn to be a dynamic presenter
- Personal Persuasion/The Art of the Pitch
- Hosting specific populations at your library
- Immigrant/Refugee Introductions
- Business Resources Speeding Dating
- Pink Slip Party (How to network)
- Social Media for Small Business
- ESOL class and Meetup’s to practice
- Citizenship and Immigration clinics
- Intellectual Property Presentations
- Useful business software for Entrepreneurs
- Host a Small Business Shark Tank
- Presentation on Taxes for Small Business
- Marketing for Small Business
- Veterans
- Online Portfolio and Work Artifacts
- Savvy Social Media Job Searches
- Anything Apps - Apptastic, Apprehensive, Apptacular!
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